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Summer Fete 2016 raised

£968.56
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Mothers Day Secrets Room £198.15
Disco £67.73

Bags 2 School £64.00
Cake Sale £98.50

Quiz Night £624.10
Ice Pop Sale £101.40

Summer Fete £968.56
Fathers Day Secrets Room £206.28

Panto Refreshments £168.12
Sports Day refreshments £149.91

PTA have raised £2,646.75 since January 201642 43
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On a beautiful balmy Summer’s evening last July, a select number of children and their parents attended an informal 
and intimate musical evening.  Here the children were able to show off their various musical talents.

The children played the guitar, piano and the violin.  Some of the children had been learning their instrument for quite 
a while; others had only been playing for a short time.

However, whatever their level of ability, each child did their very best and 
showed great confidence during their 3-5 minute performance.

Thank you to the parents for being a very supportive and encouraging audience 
and to the PTA for arranging the refreshments.

Mrs Souter - Music Subject Leader

Musical Evening  
at Fairford

School Council
Each class has representatives for school council.  These are made up of a Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer and a  
Secretary.  Each year the members are proposed by their classes and voted in.  Class councils were held regularly 
throughout the year to discuss different school matters.  Class representatives would then feedback at school 
council meetings.  A main focus for this academic year was lunchtimes – both in the dining hall and on the playground.  
Children had fantastic ideas and clear visions about the future for lunchtimes.  Members of the school council even 
met with Caterlink to give them the views of Fairford children and were able to taste different foods themselves!!  
The school council then arranged for a food tasting session that was open to all children and their parents and carers 
at the end of a school day.   

School council also created a business plan that they took to Governors.  The Governors were VERY impressed  
and agreed to a business loan!  School council will be moving forward with the Fairford Tuck Shop next year.

ImPAcT:

Children now enjoy social dining sitting around 
brand new circular tables.

We have two adult Play Leaders on the 
playground at lunch time that play organised 
games and ensure equipment is available.

Children have access to a ‘children friendly’ 
version of the menu.

Tuck shop coming soon!!!
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Staging any musical production involves a lot of hard and commitment from the performers.  The children had  
to give up a lot of their time in tirelessly learning their lines, making scenery and props as well as attending the  
weekly rehearsals.

However all their efforts were worthwhile and I think we can 
safely say that the children really enjoyed their performance!

Once the children donned their beautifully coloured and 
vibrant costumes, all nerves were put aside and they really 
got into their roles. 

Most impressively, the children worked collaboratively, 
supporting and praising each other.  They performed with 
confidence and where necessary even showed the ability to 
adlib (not an easy achievement!) 

Of course, if a pantomime is to succeed, then the audience 
has to play their part too.  However, as usual our Fairford 
parents rose to the occasion!  They cheered, clapped and 
made vocal responses in all the right places!

I would like to thank Mrs Lee who worked very hard 
encouraging and supporting the children and Mrs Landa-
Font who smiled throughout and did any job asked of her!

Mrs Souter - Music Subject Leader and Mrs Lee

The costumes were dazzling; a brilliant array of colours 
and demonstrating such ingenuity, each representing the 
character of the wearer down to a “T”.  The performers 
were without a doubt, true shining stars.  They radiated 
with enthusiasm and it was one of those really special 
times when I was truly proud to be a governor of our 
school, with such talented and enthusiastic children 
who are prepared to work collaboratively to produce 
such an entertaining show.      School Governor

by Panto Club In July, the children  
in Key Stage 2 put  
on a truly magical, 

magnificent  
and memorable  
performance of

Aladdin Trouble!
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Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Individual cross country Tri-Series
Over 45 children entered one or more of the three individual cross country events at the three major secondary 
schools in the area.  Hundreds of children run at these meetings and so our children did well to secure five 1st places, 
six 2nd places and seven 3rd places throughout the tri-series.

cotswold Swimming Gala
Entered into the annual district swimming gala.

TAG Rugby
Friendly matches and tournaments against Cirencester schools 
and local Farmor’s cluster schools.  The extra experience helped 
build a strong team that earnt a place in the Cotswold finals.

6 a-side Football
Fairford played many friendly matches against local 
primary schools and the main annual Primary 
Tournament at Cirencester Primary School.

Sports Hall Athletics
Two teams entered into the Farmor’s cluster 
and Kingshill cluster competitions.  Fairford 
came 1st place in both competitions taking 
them through to the Cotswold finals where 
they achieved 2nd place.  Sadly it was only the 
first placed school that went through to the 
county finals.

A and B teams played 
matches throughout the 
year in the Cotswold 
District competitions 
and the Swindon league.  
This gave the children 

extra experience which helped them earn a place in the Cotswold 
finals.  Sadly they narrowly missed out on a place in the county 
final.  Their commitment and resolve to achieve their very best 
was outstanding throughout the year.

Y6 Y5 Y4 Team cross country
Fairford entered 11 teams of four from Y4 Y5 
and Y6 into the District team cross country 
competition at Kingshill.  The children showed 
amazing determination throughout the race 
and the results were impressive…. 1st place 
for Y4 boys, Y5 girls and Y6 girls…. 2nd place 
for Y4 girls.

Y6 Y5 Quicksticks Hockey Festival
17 children from Y6 and Y5 made up three teams who 
entered into the Quicksticks Hockey festival at Deer 
Park School.  They competed against 16 other teams 
from the district.  One of our Fairford teams won  
bronze overall.

Y4 Quadkids 
Y6 Rounders 
Y6 mountain Biking
All teams qualified through to 
the summer level 3 County 
finals at Hartpury College where 
they competed against all the 
other finalists.  They got to meet 
‘Old Spot’ the Gloucestershire 
mascot.

PE and Sport
Fairford Primary was awarded Gold Gamesmark Award again 
for the second year in a row.  This was for our commitment 
to delivering quality PE to all children and also because of 
our engagement in sport through the School Games. 

Fairford were top of the Cotswold league table for participation 
in the School Games competitions organised by the Cotswold 
School Sport Network. Fairford always take part in the competitions 
offered and often put out more than one team because children at Fairford 
love the excitement and enjoyment that competitive sport brings.  

cSSN Rugby World cup
The 30 children from Elm class made up three teams 
and took part in the Rugby World Cup event organised 
by the Cotswold School Sport Network at the start of 
the year.  Fairford represented Australia in the TAG Rugby 
tournament against other local primary schools.  They 
dressed in the striking green and yellow Australian colours, 
painted their faces and made flags and banners to wave at 
the opening ceremony.

A small flavour of what we were involved in last year…
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House competitions
House competitions take place at the end of every term.  Term 1 was TAG Rugby, term 2 was Sports Hall Athletics, 
term 3 was gymnastics, term 4 was High 5 netball, term 5 was rounders and term 6 Sports Day.  The whole school 
takes part in these competitions and compete in their House teams: Eagles, Kestrels, Hawks or Falcons.  

Team procession at the start of Sports Day 2016

The gymnastics display at the opening 
ceremony of Sports Day 2016.

The children are very proud of 
their teams and enjoy the House 
competitions within school

Good sportsmanship is strongly 
encouraged and six additional awards 
are given in recognition of the School 
Games values: Passion, Determination, 
Self-Belief, Respect, Honesty and 
Teamwork.

clubs
Throughout the year there are many sports clubs that run before school, at lunch time and after school.  They 
are all very well attended by the children at Fairford.

Clubs include: High 5 Netball, TAG Rugby, Rounders, Cricket, Athletics, FUN Fitness, Gymnastics, Cross Country

Mrs Peck - Sports and PE Subject Leader

Y4 Gymnastics
We entered two teams into the District Key 
Steps Gymnastics and came 1st which qualified 
us through to the County finals at GL1 Leisure 
Centre where we came 4th place.

Y6 Y5 Intermediate Gymnastics
Eight children entered into the District final and 
four qualified through to represent the Cotswold 
team at the County finals.

Y6 Y5 Cricket
Girls’ teams and  
mixed teams faced  
local primary  
schools at  
the district  
tournaments.

Y4 mini Wimbledon
The after school tennis club played 
a mini Wimbledon tournament 
during Wimbledon week.

Space to Earth challenge
Science joined forces with PE to collectively run the 400km that 
Tim Peake travelled to get to the space station.  The children’s 
energy and enthusiasm far surpassed the distance that Tim 
Peake made!

Y6 Sports Leadership
Selected Y6 children learn about leadership in Sport and 
set up lunch time clubs for younger children.  This year 
there was a Y2 Rounders club and a Y2 Football club run 
by the Y6 Leaders.
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Ancient Egypt
The amazing interest and enthusiasm for our Ancient Egypt topic was clearly 
demonstrated through the wonderful homework that children chose to complete and bring into 
school.  Our displays were quickly filled with creative and imaginative projects in addition to the artefacts 
contributed by parents and carers.  We consolidated our work with atlases to locate Egypt on the world 
map, using our developing positional language and compass points to describe key features within and 
around it.  We learnt to write and count like Ancient Egyptians before ‘mummifying’ each other and writing 
instructions for mummification! 

Computing
We used the iPads to program animations on 
Scratch during which we also had to develop 
our ‘bug fixing’ skills to ensure our animations 
worked correctly.  The children collaborated 
through email to research and complete 
joint power point presentations which they 
confidently discussed with the rest of the class 
and listened respectfully whilst other children 
gave their presentations. 

Science
Practical activities in science enabled the children to 
fully understand some difficult scientific concepts.  
We created edible rocks to demonstrate the layers 
within sedimentary rocks and how cooling lava 
(or in our case, chocolate!) creates igneous rocks.  
The children explored the properties of light and 
experienced the impact of reflection in our dark 
tent.  We carried out a variety of investigations to 
explore the ideal conditions of growth for different 
plants but discovered that the results are not always 
as we expected!  Following discussion about healthy 
eating, we developed a balanced diet and identified 
how each food group contributes to healthy bodies.  
Then, we created human skeletons and learnt the 
names of different bones before looking at skeletons 
of different animals including exoskeletons.  Finally, 
we used all our scientific enquiry skills to become 
astronauts; initially by looking at the Moon, studying 
how humans first visited it and then planning our 
own mission by designing a Moon lander, making 
space suits and eating space food!

Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages
We began by exploring The Stone Age, discovering where the 
first people in Britain travelled from, how they lived and what our 
country looked like in these early pre-history days.  We read Stig 
of the Dump and enjoyed putting ourselves into Barney’s position 
as he met a real-life cave man!  We visited Chiltern Open Air 
Museum to experience a day of Stone Age and Iron Age life.  
Although cold and muddy, this added to the prehistoric air of 
the museum and made us more aware of how important the 
discovery of fire was to our ancestors.  However, I think we 
all agreed that the development of chimneys certainly makes life more 
bearable now than in the Iron Age!  We used maps and atlases to go on a virtual journey of 
discovery around the United Kingdom; ‘visiting’ each country and learning more about its physical and human 
geography.  Then we looked further in depth at how each country’s use of its landscape has changed over time 
and why activities vary in different places around the United Kingdom which enabled the children to share their 
knowledge of regions of the UK with the rest of the class.  We came to the end of our journey through the Stone 
Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age with a special feast of Iron Age stew and flat breads cooked over an open fire.

In Year 3, the children fully engaged with our value of perseverance 
as they embraced each new challenge to build on the skills learned in 
Year 2.  We had a truly memorable year together as we:

• travelled through time, from the Stone Age to the Ancient Egyptians, 

•  explored continents as we mapped the United Kingdom, Europe and 
Africa; and

•  investigated scientific enquiries into different types of rocks, reflections 
and light, the functions of the parts of plants, magnetic forces, human 
and animal growth and space.

2015 - 2016
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R.E.
We combined our literacy skills and knowledge of R.E. to write our own 
Easter Story which we performed to parents, carers and the rest of the 
school.  Whilst considering how people come together to worship God, we 
visited three churches in Fairford - St Thomas’s Catholic Church, the United 
Church and St Mary’s Church - to compare the similarities and differences of 
each setting and how these create an atmosphere that encourages worship.  
Finally, we were surprised and delighted when Liam led our Friday lunchtime 
Lord’s Prayer in Spanish.

Oak Class Enterprise Activities
Following our Easter Play on Maundy Thursday, we sold biscuits and cakes to 
our visitors and raised £65.23 for the Red Cross general appeal.  This money 
helps the Red Cross to meet both the immediate and longer term needs 
of vulnerable people overseas and in the UK.  In June, as part of the Young 
Enterprise Fiver initiative, we used our £50 start-up fund to purchase polymer 
clay.  From this, everyone designed and made models for fridge magnets, key-
rings, brooches, earrings and necklaces.  We sold our products at the School 
Summer Fete and made £57.25 profit.  As a school, we were able to return 
the £400 we were leant as a start-up fund along with a £40 donation to 
enable other schools to participate in the scheme next year.

Over the year we saw new friends arrive and some leave but we made 
memories together, particularly our trip to Chiltern Open Air Museum where 
we became Iron Age workers and some of us got very muddy in the process!

Mrs Perryman
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Children were practising in every corner, costumes were being 
produced and classes were holding auditions.

On the big day itself, each class put forward two acts and they 
performed in front of the rest of the school.  A lot of effort,  
time and commitment had clearly been put into the acts which  
was evident by the high quality of the performances. 

The acts were so diverse, ranging 
from magic through to dance that the 
judges had to make some extremely 
difficult decisions. Troupes of 
gymnasts, solo singers, a comedian 
as well as dancers graced the stage 
and every person brought their 
unique talent to the event, ensuring 
that the judges were tested to the 
limit. 

At the end of the afternoon, scores 
were very close and when the final 
results came through, Matilda Bevis 
from key stage 1 and Leonie from 
key stage 2 were our final winners 
and each won a Treat afternoon for 
their respective classes.

Towards the end of the Summer 
Term, Fairford’s Got Talent  
became the talk of the school!

To further support 
lunchtimes some fantastic 
Year 5 boys became our 
‘Bistro Boys’.  They were 
involved in naming the 
group, designing their 

uniform and creating the 
job description.  Each day 

two Bistro Boys come into 
the hall with the infant 
children and encourage 
them to try new food, 

clear their plates, use table 
manners, pour water and to 
simply chat to our younger 

children.  The infant 
children love having these 
positive role models to 

look up to and the Bistro 
Boys have proven to be a 
valuable addition to the 
lunchtime experience.   

Well done Bistro Boys!!

56 57
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Science Club
BANG, POP, FIZZ, WOW! LOOK! 
FANTASTIC! WHY? HOW? CAN?
These are the sounds frequently heard from our 
science club!

This club aims to nurture an inquisitive mind through a range 
of hands-on experiments and creative activities.  The club 
offers an exciting way to explore a range of science topics 
and help pupils relate scientific ideas to real world examples.

Lots of things we make and do can be taken 
home for more enjoyment.
Over the year we have made cd hovercrafts, giant bubbles, 
elephant toothpaste, ice cream and bridges.  We have also 
investigated a crime scene, experimented with chemistry 
and created various circuits.

The sessions generally run as follows:
  To start a quick snack and drink

  Quick starter activity to set the scene

  Child led activity/investigation – the chance to 
get hands dirty and explore the world around 
us – developing an understanding of fair testing 
and questioning.

  Sharing of what we have found

  Home time

most of all  
we have FUN!!

Science Week 2016
Science week ran from Monday 14th March to Friday 18th and created an exciting buzz 
around school.  There were many scientific activities happening throughout the week:

Science Fair
All children were tasked with creating a science fair project to share with their class and to 
be judged by their class teacher.  We were blown away by the variety of projects and the effort that went into all of 
them. The winners were then put forward to Miss Lea and Mrs Leach to be judge against other classes in the school. 
All projects were displayed in the hall for parents to view and the winners were awarded science prizes in assembly.

Practical action challenge
All classes took part in a Practical action challenge which encouraged the children to find practical solutions to the 
poverty faced in India.  Children attempted to make a floating garden model which could solve India’s struggle to grow 
food due to intense flooding.  Children were able to select the resources they needed and test out their prototypes 
prior to the final test which allowed them to evaluate their models throughout and adapt them in response.

What’s wrong here competition
This competition ran all week and children could take part 
during break and lunch times.  They enjoyed trying to work out 
the most obvious scientific errors in the pictures which were 
placed around school. 

I’m a scientist get me out of here
Children in Year 4 and 6 enjoyed talking with real scientist 
working to combat climate change.  Each day a scientist would 
be eliminated after calculating their votes.  This experience 
allowed the children to break traditional stereotypes of what 
scientists look and act like and inspired many to want to pursue 
careers in science.  We also had a visit from the director of 
Education from the Royal Society of Chemistry who was blown 
away by the children’s mature and insightful questions.

Forces Day
All classes had a slot in the hall with Miss Lea and Mrs Leach to investigate ‘forces’.  The four stations included; 
Balloon rockets, Slippy shoes, Parachutes and runaway cars. The children enjoyed using their scientific skills to 
predict, observe, measure, record and conclude what was happening in each of the activities. 

Science at Farmor’s
We have strong links with Farmor’s secondary school and during this week some children in year 4 and 5 were 
selected to take part in a science day in their labs along with children from Ann Edwards, St Lawrence and Hatherop 
Primary schools.  There they experience each of the three sciences taught at secondary school and and had a chance 
to use more advanced equipment such as Bunsen burners and acids and alkalines.

Miss Lea and Mrs Leach - Science Subject Leaders
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We started the year with a classroom which had been 
transformed into an Amazonian Rainforest. The children 
were enthralled by ‘Journey to the River Sea’ and really 
loved the story (especially when it involved having 
afternoon tea!).  This topic truly inspired the children’s 
imaginations and made their recounts of the Great 
Kapok Tree, non-chronological reports on the Amazon 
and their adverts for Brazil truly inspiring. Outside 
Beech Class we also had our very own Amazonian 
monster which protected us from any unwanted guests. 
The children had a great time collectively creating this 
masterpiece with Mrs Bateman in Art during term 4. 
The ‘wow’ factor of this topic was visiting ‘The Living 
Rainforest’.  The children got to see a rainforest up close 
and meet some of their inhabitants. They learnt lots 
about how both animals and plants are adapted to life in 
the Rainforest.

After Christmas the Romans invaded Beech Class.  We 
had lots of fun learning army commands in Latin and 
role playing being in the Roman Army; our rendition of 
‘Dexter/Sinister’ through the school definitely turned 
some heads! The children also enjoyed becoming 
archaeologists and discovering artefacts; they were 

brilliant at making inferences on what the objects were 
and what they told us about the Romans. Our trip to 
Caerleon was another fabulous excursion whereby the 
children were able to truly demonstrate their inference 
skills in deciphering who the skeleton belonged to based 
on the clues left behind.  We all had goose pimples when 
the children performed ‘Just like a Roman ‘song in the 
Amphitheatre. 

George’s Marvellous Medicine ended our year and we 
had many giggles around Roald Dahl’s humorous story. 
We enjoyed reading this story and creating our own 
marvellous medicines! Roald Dahl’s inventive language 
and humour inspired the children when writing their 
own magical poems. 

The children enjoyed learning about the digestive system 
and their models were fantastic! These really helped 
them to in vision the journey our food makes when we 
made POO!

Our final trip was to the Air tattoo and this rounded 
off a fantastic year of Science. We were able you use 
our working scientifically skills to solve different STEM 
problems and apply our knowledge of sound and forces 
to what we were experiencing. We all managed to get of 
STEM wings by completing the innovation trail. 

Our year ended in a bang when we took part in the 
talent contest! In Beech we like to surprise the other 
classes and incorporate all of our many skills and talents. 
After holding class auditions, it was evident there was too 
much talent to just choose two acts. Justin Timberlake’s 
‘Can’t stop this feeling’ will forever be etched into our 
brains! 

Miss Lea, Mrs Bateman and Mrs Wathen

2015 - 2016
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